Volunteer Management Team

- **193** volunteers were involved in teaching **2662** govt school students in various topics like Spoken English, NMMS, Academics and Basic Math
- **24** volunteers participated in various plantation drives
- **97** volunteers took part in various one day events and supported in execution
- **18** new volunteers were oriented on YFS activities and projects
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• NMMS training for teachers, 146 teachers participated
• Supported for National scholarship portal upload
• NMMS and NTSE virtual classes started
• NTSE orientation and online application process training has been done for Bengaluru South and North HM’s
• Contract teachers are recruited for 4 schools
- ESMP with HP – 17 Mentors and 24 Mentees
- Volunteer development and Capacity Building concluded with Danske IT and KPIT
- Employability Readiness Program with Goldman Sachs – 8 trainers and 27 students
- T-shirt Bag activity with Goldman Sach – 43 Volunteers
- NMMS – 507 volunteers PAN India
164 Credit Volunteers/Interns were engaged in the month of October 2021

Vidya Chetana Scholars Development Program- Adya-Kaushal 21st Century Skills Initiative, information and technology skills, Workshop was held. Peer Buddy Volunteers Invited, Instilled confidence and supported scholars with pre and post workshop assignments

93 Students from IFIM engaged in 25 Government schools, Conducting NMMS, Civic awareness and Spoken English training

44 students volunteered in Rastrottana Pusthaka Habba for two days on the 20th and 21st of November
• **Aalamban**
  1151 eligible school students data sent to Sewa International, 445 eligible college students & 134 payments completed.

• **Vidya Chetana**
  430 payments completed

• **Prof. MG Gadad**
  Induction for 2nd batch, 62 students participated

• **Aadya Kushal**
  Topic: Information and Technology skills
  Scholars participation- 115 ,
  Breakout rooms-4 ,
  College interns- 8 engaged ,
  Buddy group students engaged-9

• **VC Students meet**
  Held on 13/11/2021 at Mysore to Mandya, total = 24 participants

• **Engaging college interns**
  11 college interns were engaged in data consolidation of Vidya Chetana
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Corporate Projects

- 6 schools - Navodaya, NMMS and NTSE is coaching going on
- Health and Hygiene sessions in all 4 Aequus Schools done
- EEE Program completed at 25 Schools, 15 new orders to be placed.

- Two Cautery machines have been installed and being used currently at Atal Bihari Vajpayee Medical college and research institute, Bangalore.

- 1720 sapling plantation by LSEG at Sirsi, planning done for maintenance
- Hasiru Payana and other events conducted at Sirsi

- Sewing machine center & Food processing units were visited for quality analysis at Davanagere & Dharwad dist, customers have been identified at both locations.
• 4 oldage homes were supported with Oxygen Concentrators.
• 1 Rehabilitation centre supported with complete medicines for the month.
• Asha karyakartas were given masks and PPE kits at Jigani, Anekal Taluk.
• Volunteers were connected to Partner NGOs for content creation and few translation activities.
• Ayush healthcare kits were distributed to oldage homes.
Upcoming Volunteering Opportunities:

- Support Govt School Students in NMMS Scholarship Application Process
- Teaching Spoken English or NMMS at a Govt School near your home.
- Volunteering for Vidya Mithra: Academic mentoring programme for SSLC students
- Regular Coordination/leading projects/activities.

Kindly get in touch with your respective coordinator to get connected with the opportunities.